
Crate and Barrel enhances the customer shopping  
experience with Google Maps API Premier

Business

Crate and Barrel first opened its doors in 1962 as a family business: a husband  
and wife team – Gordon and Carole Segal – plus one eager sales associate. Today’s 
Crate and Barrel family has grown to 160 stores and more than 7,000 associates 
nationwide – and it is still expanding. The company’s philosophy revolves around 
people, innovative, beautifully designed products, and presentation that helps 
maintain customer focus on shape, form, color, and function. 

Challenge

Crate and Barrel started out in retail stores, creatively arranging housewares and 
furniture collections in crisp, clean architectural settings to help customers feel at 
home and visualize how everything would look in their own homes. The company 
wanted to translate that welcoming, spontaneous, and inviting experience into its 
online stores. In addition, as part of its marketing strategy, Crate and Barrel knows 
which customers are the most valuable – multi-channel shoppers – and therefore 
aims to provide exceptional service across all of its channels. “Our best customers 
are the ones who use everything – websites, catalogs, and physical stores – to learn 
about, experience, and purchase our products,” says Senior Manager of Internet 
Dave Widmer. 

Online store locators are an important feature for Crate and Barrel’s brands on the 
web. The locators help improve the customer experience and cater to multi-channel 
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shoppers. For instance, someone who finds something of interest online can locate 
a nearby store, view staff product picks, obtain driving directions, and go there 
to see, touch or perhaps sit in the product before purchasing it. But the previous 
mapping solution used for store locators didn’t provide the flexibility and elegance 
that Crate and Barrel felt its customers deserved. 

Solution

Widmer and his team aimed to improve the customer experience with a new, more 
interactive, and fun store locator. This goal was top of mind when they implemented 
a unique store locator on cb2.com, a new brand that offers affordable modern 
furnishings for lofts, apartments, and homes. CB2 started with just two stores in 
Chicago, the ecommerce site cb2.com, and a catalog. But, CB2 began to expand 
quickly and new stores are since cropping up around the country. 

“In anticipation of our newest store openings in SoHo in fall 2007 and San Francisco 
in summer 2008 with more stores to follow, we wanted to design an all-new store 
locator to reflect the hip CB2 brand and showcase all of the store locations,” says 
Widmer. “We chose Google Maps API Premier for the CB2 locator because it offers 
the ease of use and simplicity our customers love.” To add to the allure, the new 
CB2 store locator includes more than interactive maps and driving directions to 
stores – it also features fun details such as customized eye-catching map markers, 
3D highlights of store architecture, in-store events, and career information.

The success with the CB2 store locator spurred Crate and Barrel to expand its use 
of Google Maps. The company has since used the Google Maps API to furnish store 
locators for crateandbarrel.com and for a new site for Crate and Barrel Canada, 
crateandbarrel.ca.

Results

Widmer reports that integration of Google Maps into the Crate and Barrel sites was 
simple. “Our first integration for CB2 was up and running within a couple of weeks –  
and that includes ZIP code geocoding,” he states. “Easy integration is among 
Google Maps’ main attractions.”

Within the first year of using Google Maps, more than 8 million Crate and Barrel 
shoppers interacted with a Google map online, zooming, panning, or dragging or 
clicking on a marker. “It’s clear that people very readily interact with Google Maps 
and know intuitively how to zoom, pan, and get driving directions,” says Widmer. 
“Google Maps provides an interactive experience and a modern look and feel that  
is very consistent with the Crate and Barrel and CB2 brands.”

From a business standpoint, Widmer notes that Google Maps API Premier came 
at a competitive price and is backed by a responsive, expert Google support team 
that provides quick answers – both are important factors for Crate and Barrel. The 
next step for Widmer and his team is to explore some of the new mobile features in 
Google Maps API to provide shoppers with instant, anywhere access to store locator 
information. 

“One main goal of our site is to support all of our shopping channels,” Widmer  
says. “Google Maps play a big role spurring success in our stores and catalog and 
improving the overall customer experience.”
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